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E Q L 
E Q L 
Q = Flash (optical) energy detected by LIS
U = Flash energy undetected by LIS 
E = Q + U = Total Flash Energy








    
β = Q/E = fraction of total energy detected  by LIS
Y = Thermo-chemical Yield  =  1017 molecules/Joule
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N  
     
* 191.8675 10  The value required such that the mean production from the 73,292 flashes observed by LIS over CONUS in the year 1998 (arbit   
* 19
11
1.8675 10 The value required such that the mean production from the 73,292 flashes
observed by LIS over CONUS in the year 1998 (arbitrary reference year) is .
8.8920 10   moles/K
   
 
250 moles / flash
Joule


































( -65)60 30  pixel -location  ( m)
(65- )60 30  pixel y-location  ( m)












3 2 1( ( , )) + = boresight angle of illuminated pixelx y on n b b b b        
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      
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 event footprint   
 event boresight angle
event energy density
#  frames occupied by kth
(  event 
 flash
 # pixels illuminated
in the  fla
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2003 25,312,151 100,090 50,435,202
2004 26,515,549 100,695 51,831,376
2005 25,733,836 96,522 47,837,176
2006 25,110,025 78,787 40,511,787
2007 23,350,168 87,181 44,373,486
2008 22,888,321 90,307 44,772,072
2009 22,233,574 95,793 48,724,951
2010 22,793,791 93,751 49,250,190
2011 23,825,025 96,680 48,989,029









Main    Result
 Chattanooga Hamilton County Air Pollution Bureau
o Address:  6125 Preservation Dr, Chattanooga, TN 37416.
o Monitors Air Quality, and proceeds with enforcement actions if air quality violations are determined.  
 Point‐Of‐Contact
o Kathy Jones  – Air Monitoring Manager.
o She would like to know better to what extent ozone exceedances are attributable to lightning.
Sample of Jone’s
estimates of
lightning‐caused
exceedances
… but desire is to
improve accuracy
of these analyses. 
W. Koshak, NASA/MSFC ZP11
USER  COMMUNITY  &  DECISION  MAKERS
 Events Already Given In Terms of Joules
 Continuous 24/7 Monitoring Helps:
o Better assess βk
o Better support of LNOx‐caused ozone exceedances
o Provides unprecedented LNOx Emission Inventory for CMAQ, thus improving 
ozone air quality forecasting
W. Koshak, NASA/MSFC ZP11
BENEFITS  OF  SIMILAR STUDIES  USING  GLM
Thank You
